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About This Content

Customize your truck with a choice of dark and scary paint jobs! Halloween is a great time to be different and make your truck
stand out against the usual serious business look of vehicles found on the roads today. These spine-chilling paint schemes are in

fact perfectly good for use all year round - if you are into it!
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american truck simulator - halloween paint jobs pack

A great game, that I would definitly recommend to those who enjoy retro styled gamplay. I'm really looking forward to a sequal
as there are a few little improvements needed and I'm sure the creator would nail that in a sequal.. I had high hopes for this but
unfortunately, this game is even less fun than MY BONES.

I tell you why in short fashion:

- same boring music the entire time.
- random sound effects off bad quality ( wich dont even make any sense ), some of them are even cut-off
- Terrible level design
- GAME IS WAY TO DARK! A game is not scary when it's only dark!
- some scipts are not working ( light on\/off ) ??? what was that supposed to do??
- Story is boring and nothing new to horror games.
- Minimal effort shown - No Music in Main menu, no custom sound effects, no custom loading screens. NOT EVEN CREDITS.
What did it take to make this game? 3 Hours??
- You are able to walk outside the areas into the no man's land. Never heard of invisible walls?

TRY to make something unique at least.
Sorry, but this is just not good. I really wanted to like it, but I can't. Hopefully the developer learns of this.
It can only get better from now on.
Cheers
. The game is obviously based in Ancient Egyptian history which is a plus for the fans of ancient civilisation city building
games. The graphic designs are pretty ok taking into consideration that the game was released on 2008. On the downside now,
no comparison to the classics "Pharaoh" and "Ceasar III". The game mechanics are very simple and not well-designed. Basically,
the only resources you may have to worry about is food and bricks. No money system, everything is free, you only have to worry
about feeding the population. The campaign missions are pretty standar, no diversity. You are basically asked to repeat pretty
much the same gameplay over the missions. It has a very interesting society-population system with no immigration (your
population is basically reproducing). The interface is very bad, zoom and rotate tools are bizarre and the game panel is very
poor, making it difficult and uneasy to navigate. Some maps are also bugged (unable to travel across Nile, unable to import
resources) and beside the feedback from the players, the company never made any effort to fix them.. Cool puzzle game
teleport based. Very good for people new to VR as well as for plalyers with experience.

I say "people new to VR" because it starts with teleport on flat planes. Then on heigths with a bit of vertigo and then with
moving plateforms and then flying.
The progression with VR senses is gradual and gently brings the player to the power of VR.

New VR players wanting to build their VR legs will find a relaxing game with pretty cool puzzles and environements, which will
give them confidence and pushing their potential VR sickness to zero.

Beleive me VR rookies, with this game you will be able to rocket launch everyone in doom-like fast locomotion with jumps and
fly without any dizziness.

And veterans you will enjoy a very refreshing game to relax from the most stress inducing shooters.

 May I add that even low configs will run this game perfectly. Gfx are not incredible but fit very well the style. The artists made
a good job and proves that VR magik doesn't need crazy textures and polygons.

1.3 hours today, I think I am less than 50% of the game. Definitively recomended.. I'll be honest, I mainly got this game for the
emoticons. Superbly fun. Earn to Die 2 is a driving side-scroller where your task is to customize upgrades on your car and make
it through the next stretch of road, filled with zombies, crates, ramps, jumps, and all sorts of other obstacles.

If you fail to reach the next checkpoint, you simply go back to the Garage screen and buy new upgrades from the cash you've
collected. The more you upgrade, the better your vehicle becomes. Once you reach a checkpoint, you then continue from that
checkpoint and tackle the next stretch of road. Once you complete the full stage, you unlock a new (better) vehicle and start
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upgrading that instead.

The stages generally get harder, though they're all doable, since you keep earning cash after each time you fail, so it's just a
matter of how many retries you need to beat the stage. The overall driving mechanics are incredibly well executed. Most objects
are destructible and the physics are very realistic, which makes you feel good every time you smash into a set of boxes or run
over a group of zombies, watching their limbs fly in all directions. The game doesn't waste your time. Every minute spent is a
minute of wild fun.

I'd highly recommend this game to everyone who likes fun indie games, even if you're not into driving games or sidescrollers. It
will satisfy all those who have a love for tactical upgrades and those with a love for wrecking pure chaos and destruction.. 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1205488139
most people who make games program the computer to calculate these kind of results.
i guess this person made up results for each single case by himself lol

10/10
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I've not had a problem with this ever. I've been using NVENC H.264 at 50000kbps to record various games and have seen
minimal impact (usually around 5fps).
I've had issues using OBS, XSplit and other software, but, FOR ME, this program has worked splendidly.
It'd be great to see more features, like the ones OBS and XSplit have, but if you're not looking for something super fancy then
this works perfectly.. This is one of my favorite games I have played so far. The game is text based and feels like a book, though
you have choices that actually matter. I am planning playing through the game a second time.. Game crashes at the tutorial
section. Meh.. its boring. This game is really fun and simple yet can also be very competitive. I love it!
. This game has transformed me from a simple mortal to an ace of seafood, I have ascended from my human lifeform into the
strongest being of them all... the puffer fish.. Better than barbarian invasion but boring overall. But it is still a TW experience..
Bought this game for 3.00$.Base of player is OK,system too but game is slow-slow as turtle. You need to wait 2 minutes for
simulating 1 week .Regular price is 10$ but....I do not want to waste more money like this.
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